The depiction of the miner A.G. Stakhanov in newsreels from the Gaumont Pathé archives highlights the representations of this physical performance used in the specific economic and political environment of the
INTRODUCTION
Films from the beginning of the 20 th century often highlight the danger of mines and factories in order to denounce the strain and suffering experienced by workers. This representation of the worker's body as a tool, an instrument in the ethnological sense of the term, brings man closer to machine. In the USSR, the Bolshevik revolution that set up the foundations of communist ideology depended on an idealised image of human work (Betea, 1995) . Under Stalin, searching for the "New Man" was linked to the goal of " -new technical standards -" 1 . The figure of the Stakhanovite worker was also essential (Betea, 1995) . On August 30, 1935, on the occasion of the 21 st International Youth Day, Alexeï Grigorievitch Stakhanov, a hewer 2 in a mine in Donbass, Ukraine, beat the productivity record for extracting coal with a pneumatic drill.
"To celebrate the 21th International Youth Day, comrade Stakhanov, central hewer at the CobraIrmino mine in Kadievka, established a new Soviet productivity record with a pneumatic drill. In a six-hour shift, Stakhanov produced 102 tons of coal, which represents 10 % of the daily output of the mine, and 3 earned 200 roubles. Comrade Stakhanov exceeded Grisin, Sviridov, Murasko, masters of the pneumatic drill who had never been surpassed." (Pravda, September 2, 1935 , quoted in Depretto 1982 The first Soviet five-year plan (1928) (1929) (1930) (1931) (1932) (1933) produced disappointing results. The goal for coal mining in the second five-year plan (1933) (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) Youth Day, the members of the party "collected [the miners'] proposals for improving the organization of work and shortening the working day" (Depretto, 1982) . Stakhanov claimed that there was a drop in productivity because the hewer not only extracted coal, but also worked as a timber man. Extracting coal requires timbering 4 in order for the construction site to be safe. In his book Story of my Life (1938) , Stakhanov says that the next day, the members of the party set up the conditions necessary for this new organization of the work, thus enabling him to set the record. These details were not revealed in the press.
What did these films show of Stakhanov's achievement? How were they used and reused throughout the 20 th Century? Are these images the reflection of a collective memory or rather of a staging of the event by
the State?
This study of the figure of Alexei Grigorievitch Stakhanov follows a new perspective on how the Stalinist hero was portrayed. Most previous studies take a historical and economic approach, examining the miner's record through non-film sources in order to show how the Soviet state exploited it. This article uses a different source -documentary film -that was the Soviet leadership's preferred means of communicating to the public. The other original aspect of this study is the use of Gaumont Pathé Archives' Arkéïon film collection, only recently made available for research. This approach reveals a development in the cinematic representation of the miner's achievement linked to the regime's concerns about the transmission of a collective memory. In order to understand the three stages of the representation of Stakhanov's achievement, we must first establish the origins of the corpus of films depicting it.
ORIGINS
Starting in the 1960s, the historian Marc Ferro revolutionized our way of looking at cinema. Instead of seeing films simply as works of art, he considered them as objects that reflect the society in which they were created. Ferro showed that cinema was closely linked to the political and ideological transformations in the 4 Soviet Union, and that Trotsky, Lenin and other leaders saw cinema as a means of educating the illiterate masses. 5 This was the objective of the official decree on August 27, 1919 that nationalized the film industry.
Cinema became a mass medium for the propagation of ideology. Every film genre was affected, including fiction, documentaries, and newsreels. These ancestors of today's newsreels fulfilled the regime's desire to film daily life and current events 6 for educational purposes. Pierre Sorlin observes that although films of this type already existed before the October Revolution, the Bolsheviks were the first to use them as an instrument of "persuasion," 7 particularly with the creation of Agitprop, the Soviet state's official propaganda organization.
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Until the 1930s, these films showed not only industrial and agricultural labor but also aimed to show the different regions and peoples of the USSR for public health purposes. The period was likewise marked by the birth of a new genre of judicial films that dramatized and reenacted trials. 9 Aya Kawamura states that "We can thus speak about a Soviet 'documentary moment' when artists got together and organized 'events' -material taken from real life -collected from the masses, and attempted to represent how Soviet society could be constructed through texts and visual media." 10 She argues that "worker and peasantcorrespondents" participated in the writing and distribution of their daily life and work and thus themselves became "the theoretical model" of the Soviet documentary movement.
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André Bazin observes that not only certain did fiction films feature historical figures, but that this historical genre became particularly widespread under Stalin. 12 Soviet cinema underwent a transformation starting in the 1930s as it participated in creating the figure of the "New Man." According to Peter Kenez, while fewer films were produced after the introduction of sound cinema, the rate of documentary production decreased less dramatically than the production of fiction films. (Samier, 2012 Searching for the keyword "Stakhanov" in the online database produces a list 23 films with a reference to the famous hewer. Only seven of these films include images of Stakhanov. Five come from the Gaumont Arkéïon collection, one from Pathé news and one from the Gaumont documentary collection. Four are from newsreels and three from documentary films. These films show the evolution in the perception of Stakhanov's achievement in three phases: first, a cinematic approach to the mining record, then the achievement's consequences for the hero, and finally the reuse of the event for propaganda purposes.
A RETROSPECTIVE APPROACH

26
Le journal de l'année 1935 27 is a documentary produced by the Cinémathèque Gaumont in 1993. The film's director, Gilles Delannoy, uses only images taken from newsreels 28 of the time. Although the editing took place long after the events, the images themselves deserve a serious analysis. In a few seconds, the commentator Gilles Schneider introduces Stakhanov's achievement.
"...Indeed, disorganization and lack of care for work were the plagues of Soviet industry. If we put aside the propaganda images of the great achievements, everything was going wrong. 'Man is the most precious form of capital,' according to Stalin. Man is also much cheaper than machines. To make the masses obedient and orient them toward work, a glorious example was necessary. On August 30, the miner Stakhanov extracted 102 tons of coal using a pneumatic drill, 14 times the usual amount. He was congratulated. He became a hero, a member of the privileged class. An unprecedented fever then seized the whole country, a fever for production: Stakhanovism …"
The commentary of this scene lasts a total of nineteen seconds. The facts were exposed in an identical way in a Pravda article on September 2, 1935, quoted previously. The article confirms the coal industry's difficulties achieving the goals set in the five-year plans. However, it does not mention the 25 http://www.gaumontpathearchives.com/index.php?html=4 26 ORY P. (1992) , Une nation pour mémoire 1889 1939 1989 trois jubilés révolutionnaires, Paris, Presses de la Fondation nationale des sciences politiques, pp. 7-9. In French, the author uses the term "rétrospection," which translates roughly as "looking back". 27 The news of year 1935. 28 In the end credits it seems that the used documents come from the Cinémathèque Gaumont, the advertising archives of the Cinémathèque J.M. Boursicot, posters and photos of Ciné Plus. 7 favorable conditions that made the record possible, nor the new organization of work that came along with it.
The duration of the images of Stakhanov is short: only seven seconds for five shots. Stakhanov is first shown in a medium close-up shot that lasts for 39 frames, representing his face and his work technique.
In his book, A.G. Stakhanov (1938) 29 describes his work.
"…After making sure that everything was all right, I would dig a 35-40 centimeter cut. Once this niche is cut it is easier to extract the coal. I would make the cut with one hand by following a small vein of coal from the bottom up and with the other hand I would hold the rock above it 30 . After that, I would cut a niche at the top for a single timbering and extract the layer. The hammer sank so deep into the layer and removed so many blocks of coal that it shined when I held it in my hands. Once I had removed the top of the mass of coal and when I had begun to remove the bottom, both timbermen would go to work."
By comparing this account with the 39 frames, it is possible to situate Stakhanov's filmed actions within the process he describes. Apparently, the sub-cellar has already been built. The film shows the second phase in which the hewer pushes the pneumatic drill. The last image does not show the piece of coal collapsing. Stakhanov's chest and head are slightly bent to the right, and he is wearing a cap. The pneumatic drill penetrates the rock horizontally at shoulder level. His right hand holds the handle of the machine and pushes it into the rock, while his left hand supports it from underneath.
This description confirms that these news images, which probably date from 1935, were not shot live but later on. The framing suggests that the camera was set up in a relatively flat gallery. Yet Stakhanov explains in his book that the interior of the coal mines were strongly sloped, forcing the miners to work on benches.
Furthermore, there only seems to be a very small amount of ore extracted in the sequence. The scene must therefore be a reenactment. The image is well framed, highlighting the hewer's face, his half-open mouth, as well as his hands on the pneumatic drill. The drill penetrates the rock face so little that Stakhanov appears to be posing. The medium close-up, which frames the worker's upper body, stresses his actions. The second shot lasts for 36 frames. It shows coal moving forward on a conveyor belt. 31 By placing this shot directly after the one of the miner in action, the montage suggests that Stakhanov extracted the coal continuously moving on the belt and its quantity makes his achievement appear extraordinary. The third shot, taken from a wider angle, shows Stakhanov exiting the mine. The shot, which lasts for 36 frames, shows him moving 29 Translation quoted in French by Jean-Paul Depretto (1982) . 30 According to Etienne Gelas, engineer at the Roche-la-Molière and Firminy Mining Company: "The miner cannot make a commitment under the massif. He has to work the coal with his hand held out. He always has to hold his free hand against the rock, which overhangs him to feel it coming". In both cases, the position of the miner and his arms is identical, security. 31 A conveyor belt is a flat surface moved by a motor. It transports the ore from the extraction site towards the surface for transport. He expresses himself without inhibition. The speech is short (35 seconds), but allows us to understand how the system could benefit not only from Stakhanovism but also celebrating the worker as an individual: the party intended to reward its most fervent workers in various ways. In his memoir (1938), Stakhanov indicates that the mine's Party committee rewarded him with a bonus equal to his monthly salary, a furnished apartment, a horse, a vacation at a sea resort and tickets for live performances (1938).
The extract begins with an intertitle indicating Stakhanov's name and the name of the mine where he works.
In order to show the face of the hero, the camera shows him in a medium close-up as he stands at the and are continuing their technical instruction. They are exempt from the conservatism and routine of certain engineers, technicians and managers; … they constantly complete and correct the engineers' and technicians' work; they often impress and push them forward because they are men who have fully mastered the technology of their jobs, and they know how to get the most that they can from technology. …" (Stalin, 1977) .
The Stakhanovite, the "New Man" referred to by Stalin, must be educated. Starting in 1936,
Stakhanov himself studied at the Industrial Academy of Moscow and went on to a career occupying major posts at the ministry of coal mines and in various industries This new policy was a total reorganization of Soviet industry, where power had previously been concentrated in the hands of engineers who were heavily criticized for their ineffectiveness. 41 Returning to the film, the title refers to Stakhanov as a delegate.
According to the Soviet Constitution of 1936, this means that he had a seat in one of the parliamentary houses 42 making up the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. The first session of the Supreme Soviet began January 17, 1938 (Gicquel and Gicquel, 2010) . It is logical to imagine that the film was shot at that time. A progression is visible in these images. A.G. Stakhanov is no longer a miner who has beaten a record but an ideological instrument of the Soviet state. His image has been made into an icon. This film 12 thus represents the second phase of collective memory described by Pascal Ory: the phase of "celebration," 43 which is "of a political nature and expresses a political will" (Lavabre, 1994, p. 483) . The last four films of the corpus allow us to understand one last form of use of Stakhanov's image. These four films, as well as the previously mentioned Le journal de l'année 1935, all 
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shown in the mine, in the same posture previously described. As he is framed in a medium close-up, his face is visible at the same time as the to-and-fro movement of his hands as he pushes the pneumatic drill into the ore.
In detail, however, the chosen images are not always identical. The sober, minimal text announces the achievement. Here again the aim is to revive memories. In both cases the idea that Stakhanov is the real initiator of the Stakhanovite movement is demonstrated by the use of expressions such as "has been imitated" or "This is how it began".
The French documentary, which tends not to engage in propagandist discourse, nevertheless describes the achievement without questioning it. The tone of its commentary shows a real distrust in Soviet propaganda. Made in 1993, after the collapse of the USSR, its discourse is necessarily different.
The two Soviet documentaries recall the origin of the events, perpetuating the legend which justified an economic system that was already failing by the late 1970s and early 1980s, when these films were made. These four films 48 are examples of "commemoration," 49 the last phase of collective memory theorized by Pascal Ory. This phase is a cross between a "celebratory core" and "echoes of the eventelement in the nation's intellect and sensibility. " It belongs to "this big symbolic movement by which a community defines and strengthens its identity " (ORY, 1992, p.9) .
The re-use of newsreel footage of Stakhanov's performance shows that the representation of his achievement underwent a transformation. Although a discourse recounting the events is present in all of the films, Stakhanov's physical presence gradually disappeared. His personal achievement became the nation's.
Having become an iconic figure of national labor, Stakhanov's personality faded, giving way to the "serialized" figure of "an agent of the state" (Vigne, 1984) . In the end, all of the Stakhanovites in these films have the same face. Only the heroic myth was passed down over time as a model for the USSR's five-year economic plans until the system collapsed.
The memory of the achievement evolved, too, successively moving through the stages of "looking back," "celebration," and "commemoration" (ORY, 1992) . It would be interesting to compare these older documentaries with contemporary films to see if this remembrance continues even today, more than twenty years after the fall of the communist regime. However, as early as the 1980s, the image of Stakhanovism in the USSR began to be disintegrate as it was increasingly considered an instrument of Stalinist propaganda.
In 1988, the daily Komsomolskaya Pravda ("Truth of the Komsomol") announced that while Stakhanov had extracted the coal by himself, two of his comrades had worked on reinforcing the walls of the gallery. It should be noted, however, that at the time, the Soviet Union had not yet disappeared, and the journalists of Komsomolskaya Pravda did not dare to criticize the deceased too harshly. At his death in 1978, the city of Kadievka was renamed as Stakhanov in his honor. It is now known that Stakhanov's "achievement" was organized in advance by the Communist Party of the Tsentralnaya-Irmino mine. At the time, the mine only had low-quality equipment, lacked skilled workers, and therefore failed to meet its quotas. This was the context in which Stakhanov was introduced, given the best possible equipment, and assisted in his task by many workers, not only charged with reinforcing the walls of the mine, but also extracting the coal and bringing it back to the surface. 48 Bataille pour notre Ukraine ; Archives n°01 ; La voie des siècles and Ce qu'il y a de plus cher, épisode 2: Reconstruction.
49 Op. cit. Pascal Ory, 7-9. In French, the author uses "commémoration".
